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Addressing the Loss-Metric Mismatch with Adaptive Loss Alignment

Main Ideas

Adaptive Loss Alignment (ALA)

•Learning to adapt loss function during training, to align loss with the 
target evaluation metric

•This enables direct optimization of evaluation metrics
•Optimize metric on a representative validation set for generalization

State-of-the-art benchmark performance

• Improve Apple products:

Loss-Metric Mismatch

• A fixed loss function is often assumed to be a good proxy of the 
underlying evaluation metric for a model. However,

Generalization gap

• Difference between the distribution of training and test sets

Loss-metric mismatch for image classification

Training with and without ALA

ALA framework

Update RL controller
•State: learning statistics on validation set + current iteration number
•Action: update loss parameters      at small steps
•Reward: improvement of evaluation metric on validation set

Φt

1. Instantiation in different tasks

Parametric classification loss with Φt Parametric metric learning loss with Φt

CIFAR10 Classification* Metric learning (Products retrieval)

Method Error Method Recall@1 Recall@10

CrossEntropy 7.51% Triplet (2015) 66.7% 82.4%
L2T (2018) [1] 7.10% Margin (2017) 72.7% 86.2%

L2T-DLF (2018) [2] 6.95% ABE-8 (2018) 76.3% 88.4%

ALA (1-Net) 6.85% Triplet+ALA 75.7% 89.4%

ALA (10-nets) 6.79% Margin+ALA 78.9% 90.7%

* Using ResNet-32 network
[1] Fan etal. “Learning to Teach”, ICLR’18
[2] Wu etal. “Learning to Teach with Dynamic Loss Functions”, NeurIPS’18

•Loss functions are often designed to be differentiable (preferably 
convex and smooth)

•Many evaluation metrics are nonlinear, non-continuous, non-
decomposable (e.g. AUCPR - area under the precision-recall curve)

Loss controller

Update RL controller

Neural Network

Update loss function

Reinforcement 
Learning agent

Data-driven curriculum by ALA

2. ALA improves optimization + generalization

Hierarchical classification curriculum

Hard mining curriculum in metric learning

Classification example on CIFAR-10

Reward based on training loss Default: reward based on validation metric

•Applicable to different evaluation metrics

•FaceID training (iOS12)
•Attention detection training (iPad Pro)
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